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Infective Endocarditis (IE)

• Infective endocarditis (IE) is typically an asymptomatic diagnosis that is 
made on the basis of multiple findings rather than a definitive result

• If the features of IE are atypical or masked by coexisting conditions, 
misdiagnosis may lead to clinical disaster

• Overdiagnosis of IE may lead to numerous iatrogenic problems arising from 
antimicrobial therapy 
• Aminoglycoside-induced ototoxicity or nephrotoxicity

• Allergic or idiosyncratic reactions to various antimicrobial agents that are generally
tolerable for short courses may be associated with significant reactions in the setting
of long-term therapy

• Intravenous catheter-associated thrombosis



Challenges in Infective Endocarditis

• St. aureus is now the most common causative pathogen
• For approximately 30% of cases (staphylococcus and streptococcus infections 33.4% and 32.0% respectively*)

• Aggressive disease (risk of embolism, stroke, persistent bacteremia...)

• The most common cause of PVE, often requiring redo surgery

• Additionally, 10% to 20% of patients have negative blood cultures at presentation, 
leading to diagnostic uncertainty

• The incidence of blood culture-negative IE may decrease using newer techniques
(mass spectrometry)

• Healthcare associated organisms have increasingly defined the microbiology of 
today's IE



Healthcare - Associated IE

• Definitions vary, healthcare-associated IE generally includes IE acquired 48 
hours after hospital admission or associated with a significant invasive 
procedure performed 6 months before clinical diagnosis

• Healthcare-associated IE already accounts for half of all cases and is expected 
to increase in the near future

• Predisposing factors are advanced age, cardiac implants, and comorbidity

• Significant sources of infection are intravascular catheters or frequent 
vascular access

• This entity should be recognized at the time of admission rather than being 
treated as a community-acquired IE



Integrated Imaging Strategy in Patients with 
Suspected IE

• A 54-year-old p-t with a history of MV replacement 5 
years previously (admitted with LV failure)

• Admission TTE showed severe intraprosthetic
regurgitation but no evidence of vegetation

• Blood cultures on admission were negative, 
inflammatory markers were raised

• 18-Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography 
(18FDG-PET/CT)

• A 65-year-old p-t with a mitral bioprosthesis was 
diagnosed with St. aureus IE

• TEE revealed a mobile vegetation with leaflet 
prolapse and severe regurgitation 

• Cross-sectional imaging by CT or MRI scans may 
assist with detection of complications (abscess, 
mycotic aneurysm, infarct, or hemorrhage in 
patients with definite IE)

Detection of complicationsConfirmation of diagnosis



• Control of infection, involving 
removal of infected and 
necrotic tissue, surgical 
drainage of abscess combined 
with early antimicrobial 
therapy, is essential to the 
successful treatment of sepsis

• After surgery, in-hospital 
mortality is high (29–50%), 
but it is higher in rejected 
patients (52–83%)



AHA vs. ESC Guidelines

The emphasis on “early surgery”
differs significantly between 
European and U.S. guidelines

1. The ESC guidelines distinguish
• emergency surgery (performed within 

24 h)
• urgent surgery (within a few days)
• elective surgery (after 1 to 2 weeks of

antibiotic therapy)

2. The AHA Guidelines define early 
surgery as "performed during the 
initial hospitalization and before 
completing a full course of 
antibiotics"



Characteristics of Septic Patients

• The imbalance of immune and inflammatory response in the development of sepsis 
could cause

• The disruption of vascular endothelial barrier
• Tissue edema
• Hypotension
• Decrease of oxygen-carrying function of red blood cells
• Thrombosis of microcirculation

• Preoperative analysis of organ function, medical history, and surgical conditions of 
septic patients should be focused on for accurate assessment of anesthetic risk and 
effective therapy



Impact of Open Heart Surgery on Inflammatory 
Response



I. Tools for the diagnosis and prognosis of IE
• SOFA Score (Sequential Organ Failure Assessment): While not specific to IE, the SOFA 

score is often used in critical care settings to assess the severity of multiple organ 
dysfunction

• EuroSCORE (European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation): EuroSCORE is 
primarily used to assess the risk of mortality associated with cardiac surgery, 
including valve surgery for IE



II. Tools for the diagnosis and prognosis of IE
• Modified Duke Criteria: They help classify patients as having possible, definite, or 

rejected IE based on clinical, microbiological, and echocardiographic criteria. This is 
an adaptation of the original Duke Criteria, which includes additional imaging 
criteria for the diagnosis of IE

• PALS (Predisposition, Age, Microbiology, Location of IE, and Staphylococcus aureus 
Bacteremia) Score: The PALS score takes into account predisposing conditions, age, 
microbiology, the location of IE, and the presence of Staphylococcus aureus 
bacteremia

• Heart Failure and Shock Criteria: Various criteria and scoring systems, such as the 
Killip Classification or ACC/AHA heart failure stages, may be used to evaluate these 
aspects



Risk Models

• Some research studies have developed risk prediction models specific to IE, 
taking into account a combination of clinical, microbiological, and 
echocardiographic factors to estimate mortality risk

• These models may vary in complexity and may be tailored to local patient 
populations
• The selection of the most appropriate scoring system should be made by 

healthcare providers based on the patient's individual characteristics and the 
available clinical data



Predicting Infective Endocarditis (IE) Patients' Risk 
of Death Following Surgery

This study did not evaluate the contribution of potentially 
important factors (antibiotic treatment and preoperative 
patient preparation) to the risk of death



Models’ Characteristics

P - participants; Pr – predictors O - outcome A - analysis

In predicting 
individual mortality 
risk in patients with 
IE, the meta-models 
outperformed 
existing prediction 
models



Models’ Characteristics



POTTER score?
• Based on 382 960 ES patients, 

comprehensive decision-making algorithms 
were derived

• POTTER was created where the provider's 
answer to a question interactively dictates 
the subsequent question

• For any specific patient, the number of 
questions needed to predict mortality 
ranged from 4 to 11 

• The mortality c-statistic was 0.9162, higher 
than ASA

• POTTER, a highly accurate ES risk 
calculator that outperforms, in 
accuracy and user-friendliness, all the 
current existing risk prediction tools

• POTTER might prove useful as an 
evidence-based, adaptive, and 
interactive tool for bedside 
preoperative counseling



Take Home Messages

• IE remains associated with high morbidity and mortality, despite significant advances in 
diagnosis and treatment

• After surgery, in-hospital mortality is high (29–50%), but it is higher in rejected patients 
(52–83%)

• It's important to note that the choice of scoring system or criteria may depend on the 
clinical context and the specific goals of assessment (e.g., diagnosis, risk stratification, 
surgical planning)

• Although several predictive scoring models exist to predict the mortality and morbidity 
of patients undergoing cardiac surgery for IE, a universal model that includes patient
factors and is specific to IE is still lacking




